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Abstract
Many task domains require robots to interpret and act upon natural language commands which are given by people and which refer to the robot’s physical surroundings.
Such interpretation, known as the “grounded language problem,” is challenging both because people, especially untrained users, employ diverse vocabulary and grammar, and
because in real settings robots typically have substantial uncertainty about the nature and
contents of their surroundings, making it difficult to associate the constitutive language
elements (principally noun phrases and spatial relations) of the command text to elements
of those surroundings.
Symbolic models capture linguistic structure but have not scaled successfully to handle
the diverse language produced by untrained users. Existing statistical approaches can
better handle diversity, but have not to date modeled complex linguistic structure, limiting
achievable accuracy. Recent hybrid approaches have addressed limitations in scaling and
complexity, but have not effectively associated linguistic and perceptual features.
Our framework, called Generalized Grounding Graphs (G3 ), addresses these issues by
defining a probabilistic graphical model dynamically according to the linguistic parse structure of a natural language command. This approach scales effectively, handles linguistic
diversity, and enables the system to associate parts of a command with the specific objects, places, and events in the external world to which they refer. This enables robots to
learn word meanings and use those learned meanings to robustly follow natural language
commands produced by untrained users.
We demonstrate our approach for both mobility commands (e.g. route directions like
“Go down the hallway through the door”) and mobile manipulation commands (e.g. physical directives like “Pick up the pallet on the truck”) involving a variety of semi-autonomous
robotic platforms, including a wheelchair, a micro-air vehicle, a forklift, and the Willow
Garage PR2.

1. Introduction
To be useful teammates to human partners, robots must be able to robustly follow spoken
instructions. For example, a human supervisor might tell an autonomous forklift, “Put
the tire pallet on the truck,” or the occupant of a wheelchair equipped with a robotic
arm might say, “Get me the book from the coffee table.” Such commands are challenging
because they involve verbs (“Put”), noun phrases (“the tire pallet”), and prepositional
phrases (“on the truck”), each of which must be grounded to aspects of the world and
which may be composed in many different ways. Figure 1 shows some of the wide variety of
human-generated commands that might be given to different robots in different situations.
1. The first two authors contributed equally to this paper.
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Traditional approaches, starting with Winograd (1971), have manually created symbol
systems that map between language and the external world, connecting each term onto a
pre-specified action space and set of environmental features (Hsiao et al., 2003; Roy et al.,
2003; Bugmann et al., 2004; Roy, 2005; MacMahon et al., 2006; Kress-Gazit and Fainekos,
2008; Dzifcak et al., 2009). This class of systems takes advantage of the structure of language, but usually does not involve learning and has a fixed action space, limiting the ability
of the resulting system to robustly understand language produced by untrained users.
Statistical approaches address these limitations by using data-driving training to learn
robust models of word meanings (Ge and Mooney, 2005; Shimizu and Haas, 2009; Regier,
1992; Branavan et al., 2009, 2012; Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010). However, these approaches
use a fixed and flat sequential structure that does not capture the linguistic argument
structure of language (e.g., it does not allow for variable arguments or nested clauses). At
training time, a system that assumes a flat structure sees the entire phrase “the pallet beside
the truck” and has no way to separate the meanings of relations like “beside” from objects
such as “the truck.” Furthermore, a flat structure ignores the argument structure of verbs.
For example, the command “put the box pallet on the ground beside the truck,” has two
arguments (“the box pallet” and “on the ground beside the truck”), both of which must
be isolated in order to infer the appropriate meaning of the verb “put” in this instance. In
order to infer the meaning of unconstrained natural language commands, it is critical for
the model to reason over these compositional and hierarchical linguistic structures at both
learning and inference time.
To address these issues, we introduce a framework called Generalized Grounding Graphs
(G3 ). A grounding graph is a probabilistic graphical model defined dynamically according
to the compositional and hierarchical structure of a natural language command. The model
predicts physical interpretations or groundings for linguistic constituents. Groundings are
specific physical concepts that are referred to by the language and can be objects (e.g., a
truck or a door), places (e.g., a particular location in the world), paths (e.g., a trajectory
through the environment), or events (e.g., a sequence of actions taken by the robot). The
system is trained in a supervised way, using a corpus of language paired with groundings.
Following the machine translation literature, we refer to this dataset as a parallel corpus.
At inference time, the system is given a natural language command and infers the most
probable set of groundings in the external world. For example, for a command such as “Put
the tire pallet on the truck,” the system infers that the noun phrase “the tire pallet” maps
to a specific pallet in the robot’s representation of nearby objects, and the prepositional
phrase “on the truck” maps to a particular location in the environment. For the entire
sentence, the robot infers a specific sequence of actions that it should execute.
We evaluate G3 on four robotic domains: a robotic forklift, the PR2, a robotic wheelchair,
and a robotic micro-air vehicle (MAV). The forklift domain, shown in Figure 1(a), considers mobile manipulation commands, such as “Pick up the tire pallet.” This domain shows
that our approach is able to understand hierarchical and compositional commands, learning
verbs, such as “put” and “take,” as well as spatial relations, such as “on” and “to.” The
wheelchair and MAV domains demonstrate the ability to interpret longer route direction
commands for ground and aerial robots. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) shows samples of these
longer commands from the route direction domain. Performing inference in the full hierarchical model is computationally expensive and becomes intractable when understanding
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Place the pallet of tires on the left side
of the trailer.
Arrange tire pallet to the truck.
Please lift the set of six tires up
and set them on the trailer, to the
right of the set of tires already on it.
Load the skid right next to
other skid of tires on the trailer.
Place a second
the trailer.

pallet

of

tires

the

on

Put the tire pallet on the trailer.
Place the pallet of
right side of the truck.

tires

on

(a) Robotic forklift.

the

With your back to the windows, walk
straight through the door near the
elevators. Continue to walk straight,
going through one door until you
come to an intersection just past a
whiteboard. Turn left, turn right, and
enter the second door on your right
(sign says “Administrative Assistant”).
Go through the set of double doors
by the red couches. Continue straight
down the corridor, pass through two
sets of wooden double doors, and enter
through the gray door facing you with
a phone next to it. Take a left through
the blue double doors, and follow the
corridor. The room is the second door
on the left after you have rounded the
corner.

(b) Robotic wheelchair.

Go forward until you are able to make
a left.
Then move ahead until you
reach the opposite wall, then make a
right. Go straight, past one staircase
and to the next staircase. At the top of
this staircase you will find a fire alarm
on your left at approximately 7ft up.
Turn right and go ahead through the
gap between two walls to a large white
column. Turn right again and move
until you are the base of the staircase
to your right. Ahead, suspended from
the ceiling is a large white butterfly
sculpture. (sic)
Go forward ten feet and turn
right. Go down the hall and over the
stairs. Look straight ahead at the wall
at the end of the walkway.

(c) Micro-air vehicle.

Figure 1: Three domains studied in this paper, along with sample commands from each.
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these longer route directions. We present an approximation of the full hierarchical structure that is able to successfully follow many route directions to within 10 meters of the
destination, along with real-world demonstrations of our approach on a micro-air vehicle.
This article provides the definitive statement of the G3 framework, unifying our previous
work in this area (Kollar et al., 2010b; Huang et al., 2010; Kollar et al., 2010a; Tellex et al.,
2011a). It precisely specifies the technical details of our approach, and provides corpusbased evaluations and robotic demonstrations in several domains. Tellex et al. (2011b) give
a more reflective overview of the framework, focusing on learned word meanings, but do
not include our results on indoor mobility domains, and do not present all domains in a
unified technical framework. In our more recent work, we have extended the G3 framework
in several ways. Tellex et al. (2013) and Deits et al. (2013) show how to use G3 to ask
questions based on entropy when the robot is “confused,” i.e. when its uncertainty is high.
The G3 framework can also be used by the robot to generate a request for help, by inverting
the semantics model (Knepper et al., 2013). Bollini et al. (2012) apply the framework to the
cooking domain, enabling a robot to follow natural language recipes. Finally, Tellex et al.
(2013) describe how to train the G3 framework with less supervision.

2. Related Work
The problem of robust natural language understanding has been studied since the earliest days of artificial intelligence. Beginning with SHRDLU (Winograd, 1971), many systems have exploited the compositional structure of language to generate symbolic representations of the natural language input, for example with approaches based on formal
logic (Kress-Gazit and Fainekos, 2008; Dzifcak et al., 2009) or symbol grounding (Skubic et al.,
2004). Notably, MacMahon et al. (2006) developed a symbol-based system for following
route directions through simulated environments, and Hsiao et al. (2008) created a system
for enabling a humanoid robot to follow natural language commands involving manipulation
of table-top objects. These systems exploit the structure of language, but usually do not
involve learning, and have a fixed action space. Our work, in contrast, defines a probabilistic graphical model according to the structure of the natural language command, inducing
a probability distribution over the mapping between words and groundings in the external
world. This factored structure enables the system to understand novel commands never
seen during training, by compositionally combining learned word meanings according to
the factorization induced by the language. Expanding beyond understanding, Kollar et al.
(2013b) used dialog to learn new symbols and referring expressions for physical locations,
enabling robots to execute commands to find and fetch objects.
Another approach is to associate language with different aspects of the environment,
typically by employing statistical methods to learn the mapping. Harnad (1990) called
the problem of mapping between words in the language and aspects of the external world
the “symbol grounding problem.” Some systems learn the meaning of words directly in
the sensorimotor space (e.g., joint angles and images) of the robot (Roy and Pentland,
2002; Sugita and Tani, 2005; Modayil and Kuipers, 2007; Marocco et al., 2010). By treating
linguistic terms as a sensory input, these systems must learn directly from complex features
extracted by perceptual modules, limiting the set of commands that they can robustly
understand, and their ability to handle complex syntactic structures. Other computational
4
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approaches use more complex syntactic structures but can handle just a few words, such as
“above,” (Regier, 1992) or “near” (Carlson and Covey, 2005); Tellex et al. (2010) describe
models for just six spatial prepositions applied to the problem of video retrieval. Our work,
in contrast, learns grounded word meanings for the much wider variety of words that appear
in a training set. Similar to the local version of the G3 model, Duvallet et al. (2013) describe
an approach for learning a policy that follows directions explicitly in unknown environments.
A different approach is to apply semantic parsing, which maps natural language sentences to symbolic semantic representations. Early work in semantic parsing uses supervised data that consists of sentences paired with their logical form, beginning with
Thompson and Mooney (2003) on the GeoQuery dataset, which consists of natural language queries about geography. More recent work that considers this dataset and others provided improved training methods (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Wong and Mooney, 2007;
Piantadosi et al., 2008; Kwiatkowski et al., 2010). Some of these approaches have been applied to command understanding for robotics (Chen and Mooney, 2011; Matuszek et al.,
2012b). Shimizu and Haas (2009) treat language understanding as a sequence labeling
problem. The authors train a conditional random field (CRF) that maps from input
language onto a symbolic action. Newer approaches learn symbolic word meanings with
less supervision; Poon and Domingos (2009) present an approach to unsupervised semantic parsing, while other approaches use an external reward signal (Branavan et al., 2009;
Vogel and Jurafsky, 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Clarke et al., 2010). Our work, in contrast,
requires more supervision, but learns grounded meaning representations in terms of perceptual features rather than symbols.
Other recent work builds upon semantic parsing by explicitly considering perception
at the same time as parsing (Matuszek et al., 2012a; Krishnamurthy and Kollar, 2013;
Kollar et al., 2013a). These approaches use limited supervision to learn models that connect language to sets of objects, attributes and relations. Although G3 uses full supervision
to train its semantic parser and grounding classifiers, it is able to additionally learn to
understand verb phrases such as “pick up” and “put,” which are challenging because such
learning involves parameter estimation and inference over state sequences.
Cohen and Oviatt (1995) report that speech interfaces are useful when the hands and
eyes are otherwise engaged and when there is limited availability of keyboards or screens.
Robots that operate in unstructured, real-world environments fit these scenarios perfectly.
Despite these characteristics of human-robot interaction problem, there is not consensus that
human-robot interfaces should be built around natural language, due to the challenges in
building dialog interfaces in changing social contexts (Fong et al., 2003; Severinson-Eklundh et al.,
2003). The aim of our work is to develop robust natural language systems so that robots
can interact with people flexibly using language.

3. Generalized Grounding Graphs
To understand natural language, a robot must be able to map between the linguistic elements of a command, such as “Pick up the tire pallet,” and the corresponding aspects of the
external world. Each constituent phrase in the command refers to a particular object, place,
or action that the robot should execute in the environment. We refer to the object, place,
path, or event as the grounding for a linguistic constituent. The aim of the G3 framework
5
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is to find the most probable groundings γ1 . . . γN given a parsed natural language command
Λ and the robot’s model of the environment, M :
argmax p(γ1 . . . γN |Λ, M ).

(1)

γ1 ...γN

The environment model M consists of the robot’s location along with the locations,
structure and appearance of objects and places in the external world. It defines a space of
possible values for the grounding variables γ1 . . . γN . A robot computes the environment
model using sensor input. An object such as a pallet is represented in the map as a threedimensional geometric shape, along with a set of symbolic tags that might be produced by
an object classifier, such as “pallet” or “truck.” A place grounding represents a particular
location in the map; it has a zero-length trajectory and no tags. A path grounding consists
of a trajectory of points over time. An event grounding consists of the robot’s trajectory
over time as it performs some action (e.g., as it picks up a pallet).2 Formally, each γi is a
tuple, (g, t, p), where:
• g is a three-dimensional shape, such as a room, or the vicinity of an object. It is
expressed as a set of points that define a polygon (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xN , yN ) together with
a height z (e.g., as a vertical prism).
• p ∈ RT ×7 is a sequence of T points. Each point is a pose for the region, g. It consists
of a tuple (τ, x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) representing the location and orientation of g
at time τ (with location interpolated linearly across time). The combination of the
shape, g, and the trajectory, T , define a three-dimensional region in the environment
corresponding to the object at each time step.
• t is a set of pre-defined textual tags {tag1 , . . . , tagM } that are the output of perceptual
classifiers, such as object recognizers or scene classifiers.
The system infers the type of a grounding variable from the associated syntactic constituent using a rule-based algorithm: noun phrases map to objects; prepositional phrases
map to places or paths; verb phrases map to events. We assume that the robot has access
to the environment model whenever it infers groundings for a natural language command.
For brevity, we omit M from future equations in this section.
Since learning the joint distribution over language and groundings is intractable, we must
factor Equation 1 into simpler components. One standard approach is to factor based on
certain independence assumptions, then train models for each factor. Natural language has
a well-known compositional, hierarchical argument structure (Jackendoff, 1983), dividing
a sentence into a parse tree where each node is a linguistic constituent (Akmajian, 2010).
A promising approach is to exploit this structure in order to factor the model. The G3
framework takes as input a natural language command and uses the parse structure of the
command to define the random variables and factors in a graphical model. Specifically, the
2. In general, an event could consist of any state change in the environment, for example the generation of
an appropriate sound for the command, “Speak your name.” In this paper, we focus on events that can
be represented geometrically.
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γ1 =

γ2 =

λ1

λ2

λ3

“the pallet”

“on”

“the truck”

Figure 2: Grounding graph for the phrase “the pallet on the truck.”
system creates random variables and factors for each constituent in the parse tree:
p(γ1 . . . γN |Λ, M ) =

1 Y
ψm (λm , γm1 . . . γmk ).
Z m

(2)

The individual factors ψm quantify the correlation between words in the linguistic constituent λm and the groundings γm1 . . . γmk . The factors should have large values where
words correspond well to groundings and small values otherwise. For example, Figure 2
shows the graphical model for the phrase “the pallet on the truck.” There are two grounding variables, one for the noun phrase “the pallet” and one for the noun phrase “the truck.”
Values for these variables range over objects in the environment. There is a separate factor
ψm for each linguistic constituent, and we make independence assumptions so that each
factor ψm depends on a subset of the language and grounding variables. For example, the
factor for “on” depends only on the values of the variables γ1 and γ2 and not on other
words in the command. These types of independence assumptions are key to our approach
in that they enable efficient inference and learning. Without using the structure of language
to provide these independence assumptions, we would need to learn a single joint model
in which the full joint of the grounding variables would depend on the values of all the
language variables. We will describe how to formally derive the structural independencies
from the parse tree in Algorithm 1.
The normalization constant Z in Equation 2 can be ignored during inference because we
do not need the full distribution; we are optimizing only over γ1 . . . γN . However, if models
for the functions are learned from labeled data, then the proper distribution (and hence
the normalizing constant) will be needed during training. If we define a directed model
over these variables (e.g., p(γ1 . . . γN |Λ)), we can learn each component in order, each with
a separate constant, but we must assume a possibly arbitrary order to the conditional γi
factors. For example, for a phrase such as “the tire pallet near the other skid,” we could
factor in either of the following ways:
p(γtires , γskid |Λ) = p(γskid |γtires , Λ) × p(γtires |Λ)

(3)

p(γtires , γskid |Λ) = p(γtires |γskid , Λ) × p(γskid |Λ).

(4)

Depending on the order of factorization, we will need different conditional probability tables
that correspond to the meanings of words in the language. To resolve this issue, another
approach is to use Bayes’ Rule to estimate p(Λ|γ1 . . . γN ), but learning with this approach
would require normalizing over all possible words in the language Λ. Another alternative
7
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is to use an undirected model, such as a CRF over the γi , but this approach is intractable
because it requires normalizing over all possible values of all γi variables in the model,
including continuous attributes such as location and size.
To address these problems and to make training tractable, the G3 framework introduces
a correspondence vector Φ to capture the dependency between γ1 . . . γN and Λ. Each entry
φi ∈ Φ captures whether a particular linguistic constituent λi ∈ Λ corresponds to the values
of the grounding variables, γ1 . . . γN which are are associated with that constituent by the
parse structure of the language. Thus there is one entry in Φ for each constituent in the
natural language command. For example, the correspondence variable would be T rue for
the phrase “the tire pallet” and a grounding of an actual pallet containing tires, and F alse
if the grounding was a different object, such as a generator pallet or a truck. We assume
that γ1 . . . γN are independent of Λ unless Φ is known. Introducing Φ enables factorization
according to the structure of language, and simplifies the normalization for each factor to
two values for φi . These locally normalized factors can simply be multiplied together during
training without the need to compute a global normalization constant. This representation
also allows us to express word meanings as probabilistic predicates, following extensive
literature in semantics (Heim and Kratzer, 1998).
Using the correspondence variable, we can write:
argmax p(γ1 . . . γN |Φ, Λ).

(5)

γ1 ...γN

To perform inference, we assume the correspondence variable Φ to be T rue and thereby
search for the groundings that correspond to the words in the natural language command.
When the correspondence vector takes on the value of T rue, this maximization is identical
to Equation 1, except that Φ is listed as a given variable. Listing Φ as a given variable
makes explicit the assumption that all linguistic constituents correspond to their associated groundings. This inference is equivalent to maximizing the joint distribution of all
groundings γ1 . . . γN , Φ and Λ:
argmax p(γ1 . . . γN , Φ, Λ).

(6)

γ1 ...γN

Note that even though Equation 6 uses the joint distribution, Λ and Φ are fixed and we
optimize over γ1 . . . γN . Next, we rewrite it as a conditional distribution on Φ multiplied
by a prior:
argmax p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN )p(Λ, γ1 . . . γN ).

(7)

γ1 ...γN

When Φ is not known, we assume that Λ and γ1 . . . γN are independent, as in the graphical
model shown in Figure 3(a), yielding:
argmax p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN )p(Λ)p(γ1 . . . γN ).

(8)

γ1 ...γN

This independence assumption is justified because if we do not know whether γ1 . . . γN
correspond to Λ, then the language does not tell us anything about the groundings.
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Finally, for simplicity, we assume that any object in the environment is equally likely to
be referenced by the language, which amounts to a constant prior on γ1 . . . γN .3 We ignore
p(Λ) since it does not depend on γ1 . . . γN , leading to:
argmax p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ).

(9)

γ1 ...γN

We factor the model according to the hierarchical, compositional linguistic structure of the
command:
Y
p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) =
p(φm |λm , γm1 . . . γmk ).
(10)
m

This factorization defines a probabilistic graphical model that constitutes the grounding
graph. It is equivalent to Equation 2, except for a constant, but assumes that the factors
take a specific, locally normalized form. Introducing the correspondence variable allows
us to define our model as a conditional random field over Φ, where the random variables
and factors are defined systematically from the parse structure of a natural language command (Sutton and McCallum, 2012). Each factor p(φm |λm , γm1 . . . γmk ) can be normalized
appropriately – only over the domain of the Φ vector for each component – during learning,
substantially improving our ability to learn the model. Moreover, each factor corresponds
to a probabilistic predicate, consistent with logical representations for word meanings used
in the literature on semantics (Heim and Kratzer, 1998). As we describe below, the random
variables and dependencies are automatically extracted from the parse tree and constituent
structure of the natural language command. These factors capture the meanings of words in
λm . We describe the specific parametric form for the factors in the following sections. The
factorization corresponds to the compositional structure of the natural language parse. The
parse tree, which provides the structure for creating the graphical model, can be extracted
automatically, for example with the Stanford Parser (Marneffe et al., 2006) or annotated
using ground-truth parses.
Formally, a grounding graph consists of random variables for the language Λ = [λ1 . . . λM ],
the groundings Γ = [γ1 . . . γM ], and the correspondence variables Φ = [φ1 . . . φM ], along with
a set of factors F . Each factor f ∈ F consists of φm , λm , γm1 . . . γmk . Algorithm 1 specifies
how random variables and factors are automatically created from the parse structure of a
natural language command. Figure 3 shows the grounding graph for two different natural
language commands. It differs from Figure 2 in that the correspondence variable φ is made
explicit. Figure 3(a) shows the parse tree and graphical model generated for the command
“Put the pallet on the truck.” The random variable φ2 is associated with the constituent
“the pallet” and the grounding variable γ2 . The random variable φ1 is associated with the
entire phrase, “Put the pallet on the truck” and depends on both the grounding variables
γ1 (the action that the robot takes) their arguments γ2 (the object being manipulated)
and γ3 (the target location). The λi variables correspond to the text associated with each
constituent in the parse tree. Figure 3(b) shows the parse tree and induced model for a
different command, “Go to the pallet on the truck.” Although the words are almost the
same as in Figure 3(a), the parse structure is different. This yields a different graphical
structure, highlighted in gray.
3. In the future, we plan to incorporate models of attention and salience into this prior.
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(ROOT (S (VP (VB Go)
(PP (TO to)
(NP (NP (DT the) (NN pallet))
(PP (IN on)
(NP (DT the) (NN truck))))))
(. .)))

(ROOT (S (VP (VB Put)
(NP (DT the) (NN pallet))
(PP (IN on)
(NP (DT the) (NN truck))))
(. .)))

γ1
φ1

γ1
φ1

γ2

γ2

γ3

φ2

φ2

γ4

φ3

γ3
φ3

γ4

φ4

λ1

λ2

φ4
λ3

λ4

λ1

λ2

λ3

“Put”

“the pallet”

“on”

“the truck”

“Go”

“to”

“the pallet” “on”

(a) “Put the pallet on the truck.”

φ5
λ4

λ5
“the truck”

(b) “Go to the pallet on the truck.”

Figure 3: Parse tree and induced model for two different commands. The shaded region
shows where the factorization differs.

Algorithm 1 Generating a grounding graph from natural language input.
Input:
1: Parsed natural language input, Λ = λ1 . . . λM , with root λroot ∈ Λ
2:

Φ ← φ1 . . . φM
Γ ← γ1 . . . γM
5: F ← []
6: for λi ∈ Λ do
7:
Γchildren ← []
8:
for λchild ∈ children(λi ) do
9:
Add γchild to γchildren
10:
end for
11:
Add (φi , λi , γi , Γchildren ) to F
12: end for
Output: Λ, Φ, Γ, F
3:

4:

3.1 Training
The specific form for each factor p(φm |λm , γm1 . . . γmk ) will vary in our different application
domains. For mobile manipulation, we assume that each factor in Equation 10 takes a
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log-linear form with feature functions sj and feature weights θj :


X
Y 1
exp 
θj sj (φm , λm , γm1 . . . γmk ) .
p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) =
Z
m

(11)

j

Word meanings are represented as weights associated with these feature functions. The
specific features capture the mapping between words in language and aspects of the external
world and are described in more detail in Section 4.1. We optimize feature weights θj
to maximize entropy. This function is convex and can be optimized with gradient-based
methods, such as L-BFGS (Andrew and Gao, 2007; McCallum, 2002).
We train the system using data that consists of a set of natural language commands
together with positive and negative examples of groundings for each constituent in the
command. We manually annotated the alignment between linguistic constituents in the
corpus and the corresponding object, place, path, or action sequence in the external world.
Each verb phrase grounding was automatically associated with the agent path or action from
the log associated with the original video. This automatic annotation is an approximation.
It is faster to annotate but leads to inaccurate alignments for compound commands such as
“Pick up the right skid of tires and place it parallel and a bit closer to the trailer,” where
each verb phrase refers to a different part of the state sequence.
The annotations above provided positive examples of grounded language. In order to
train the model, we also need negative examples. We generated negative examples by
associating a random grounding with each linguistic constituent. Although this heuristic
works well for verb phrases, ambiguous noun phrases such as “the pallet” or “the one on
the right” are often associated with a different, but still correct, object (in the context
of that phrase alone). For this reason, we corrected the negative noun phrase examples,
reannotating some of them as positive.
Because route directions generally use a restricted set of movement actions, but a more
open-ended set of landmark objects, we use restricted models for each factor in the grounding
graph, as described in detail in Section 5.1.
3.2 Inference
The system follows natural language commands by optimizing the objective in Equation
9. It searches over possible bindings for γ1 . . . γN in the space of values defined in the
environment model M . For each candidate assignment, it computes the probability using
Equation 9. The results of the inference process is the maximum probability assignment
of values to all the variables γ1 . . . γN . Although we are using p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) as the
objective function, Φ is fixed and the γ1 . . . γN are unknown. Given our independence
assumptions, p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) corresponds to the joint distribution over all the variables
given in Equation 6. We discretize the space of possible groundings to make this search
problem tractable. If no correct grounding exists in the space of possible values, then the
system will not be able to find the correct value; in this case it will return the best value
that it found.
The algorithm used to optimize this objective depends on the specific problem being
optimized. For mobile manipulation, we use beam search to find an approximate optimization to Equation 8. For the longer commands in direction understanding, we use a variant
11
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(a) Robotic forklift, operating in an outdoor supply (b) PR2, a mobile humanoid operating in indoor,
depot.
household environments.

Figure 4: We demonstrated our command-understanding framework on two mobilemanipulation robots.

of the Viterbi algorithm to search for optimal plans within a simplified graphical model.
The next sections describe applications of the G3 framework to each of the two domains.

4. Mobile Manipulation
Robots capable of manipulating objects can prove tremendously useful to human partners.
Example platforms include a robotic forklift (Figure 4(a)), designed for outdoor, largescale manipulation (Teller et al., 2010), and the PR2 (Figure 4(b)), designed for indoor,
household tasks. For example, the autonomous forklift might be tasked with moving pallets
in a supply depot in preparation for offloading or distribution. The PR2 might carry out
tasks in the home, such as unpacking a shipment of household products. In both cases, a
user might wish to specify where the objects should go, as in “Put the pallet in receiving,” or
“Hand me the stapler.” This section describes how we use the G3 framework to understand
natural language commands for robots like these. We present a quantitative evaluation
in simulation for the forklift domain, and demonstrate the end-to-end system on both the
forklift and the PR2.
4.1 Modeling Word Meanings
For mobile manipulation, we employ binary features sk for each factor. These features
enable the system to determine which values for Γ correctly ground the corresponding
linguistic constituent. Geometric features enable the system to represent relations involving
objects, places, paths, and events. For a relation such as “on,” a natural geometric feature
is whether the first argument is supported by the second argument, taking into account
their geometric relationship. However, the feature supports(γif , γil ) alone is not enough to
enable the model to learn that “on” corresponds to supports(γif , γil ), because this feature
12
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is independent of the language. Instead we need a feature like supports(γif , γil ) ∧ “on” ∈ λri .
Thus, the system computes the Cartesian product of base features and the presence of
words in the corresponding linguistic constituent to compute features sk , while discritizing
continuous features into uniform bins.
We implemented a set of base features that involve geometric relations between the
groundings γi . Groundings for prepositional and verb phrases correspond to the location
and trajectory of the robot and any objects it manipulates over time. Base features are
computed with respect to the entire motion trajectory of a three-dimensional object through
space. Examples include:
• The displacement of a path toward or away from a landmark object.
• The average distance of a path from a landmark object.
We also used the complete set of features described in Tellex et al. (2010). We use 49
base features for leaf noun phrases (e.g., “the truck”) and prepositional phrases (e.g., “on
the truck”), 56 base features for compound noun phrases (e.g., “the pallet on the truck”),
and 112 base features for verb phrases (e.g., “Pick up the pallet.”). Discritizing features
and taking the Cartesian product with words from the training set produces 147,274 binary
features.
4.2 Inference
Given a command, we want to find the set of most probable groundings for that command.
During inference, we search for groundings Γ that maximize the probability of a match, as
in Equation 9. To limit the search space, the system uses a topological map of the environment that defines a limited set of salient objects and locations. Using the topological map,
we define a discrete state/action space for the robot, and search for sequences of actions
corresponding to the grounding for verb phrases. Even in a discrete space, our optimization
considers all permutations of object assignments as well as every feasible sequence of actions
the agent might perform. As a result, the search space becomes large as the number of objects, paths, and events in the world increases. In order to make the inference tractable, we
use beam search with a fixed beam width. For noun phrases and place-prepositional phrase
groundings, the beam width was 10; for verb phrase and path-prepositional phrases, the
beam width over candidate state sequences was 5. Figure 5 shows the results of inference for
an example from the forklift domain; it consists of groundings for each linguistic constituent
in the command along with an action trajectory for the robot.
4.3 Evaluation
We collected a corpus of mobile manipulation commands paired with robot actions and
environment state sequences. We used this corpus to train the G3 framework and also
to evaluate end-to-end performance of the system at following realistic commands from
untrained users. To collect commands, we posted videos of action sequences to Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk (AMT) and collected language associated with each video. The videos
showed a simulated robotic forklift engaging in an action, such as picking up a pallet or
moving through the environment. Paired with each video, we collected a complete log of
13
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❦

Grounding for γ2

Grounding for γ1
Grounding for γ3
✓✏
❣

Grounding for γ4
✒✑

(a) Object groundings.

(b) Pick up the pallet.

(c) Put it on the truck.

Figure 5: A sequence of the actions that the forklift takes in response to the command “Put
the tire pallet on the truck.” In (a) the search grounds objects and places in the
world based on their initial positions. In (b) the forklift executes the first action
and picks up the pallet. In (c) the forklift puts the pallet on the truck.

Go to the first crate on the left and pick it up.
Pick up the pallet of boxes in the middle and place them on the trailer to the left.
Go forward and drop the pallets to the right of the first set of tires.
Pick up the tire pallet off the truck and set it down.
Figure 6: Commands from our corpus, which the system can successfully follow.

the state of the environment and the robot’s actions. Subjects were asked to type a natural
language command that would cause an expert human forklift operator to carry out the
action shown in the video. We collected commands from 45 subjects for twenty-two different
videos. Each subject interpreted each video only once, but we collected multiple commands
(an average of 13) for each video. Figure 6 shows example commands from our dataset,
which the system can successfully follow.
Subjects did not see any text describing the actions or objects in the video, leading to
a wide variety of natural language commands including nonsensical ones such as “Load the
forklift onto the trailer,” and misspelled ones such as “tailor” (trailer). Figure 1(a) shows
commands collected using this methodology for one video in our dataset.
4.3.1 Model Evaluation
Using the annotated data, we trained the model and evaluated its performance on a held-out
test set. We assessed the model’s performance at predicting the correspondence variable
given access to words in the language and groundings. The test set pairs a disjoint set of
14
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scenarios from the training set with language given by subjects from AMT. This process
evaluates Equation 11 directly; the following section conducts an end-to-end evaluation.
Constituent type

Precision

Recall

F-score

Accuracy

Noun Phrase
Prepositional Phrase (Place)
Prepositional Phrase (Path)
Verb Phrase

0.93
0.70
0.86
0.84

0.94
0.70
0.75
0.73

0.94
0.70
0.80
0.78

0.91
0.70
0.81
0.80

Overall

0.90

0.88

0.89

0.86

Table 1: Performance of the learned model at predicting the correspondence variable φ.
Table 1 reports overall performance on this test set and performance broken down by
constituent type. The performance of the model on this corpus indicates that it robustly
learns to predict when constituents match groundings from the corpus. We evaluated how
much training was required to achieve good performance on the test dataset and found that
the test error asymptotes at around 1,000 (of 3,000) annotated constituents.
For noun phrases, correctly-classified high-scoring examples in the dataset include “the
tire pallet,” “tires,” “pallet,” “pallette [sic],” “the truck,” and “the trailer.” Low-scoring
examples included noun phrases with incorrectly annotated groundings that the system
actually got right. A second class of low-scoring examples arose due to words that appeared
rarely in the corpus.
For place prepositional phrases, the system often correctly classified examples involving
the relation “on,” such as “on the trailer.” However, the model often misclassified place
prepositional phrases that involve frame-of-reference. For example, “just to the right of the
furthest skid of tires” requires the model to have features for “furthest,” which requires a
comparison to other possible objects that match the phrase “the skid of tires.” Understanding “to the right” requires reasoning about the location and orientation of the agent with
respect to the landmark object. Similarly, the phrase “between the pallets on the ground
and the other trailer” requires reasoning about multiple objects and a place prepositional
phrase that has two arguments.
For verb phrases, the model generally performed well on “pick up,” “move,” and “take”
commands. The model correctly predicted plans for commands such as “Lift pallet box,”
“Pick up the pallets of tires,” and “Take the pallet of tires on the left side of the trailer.”
It predicted incorrect plans for commands like, “move back to your original spot,” or “pull
parallel to the skid next to it.” The word “parallel” appeared in the corpus only twice,
which was apparently insufficient to learn a good model. “Move” had few good negative
examples, since we did not have in the training set, for contrast, paths in which the forklift
did not move.
4.3.2 End-to-end Evaluation
To evaluate end-to-end performance, the system inferred plans given only commands from
the test set and a starting location for the robot. We segmented commands containing
multiple top-level verb phrases into separate clauses. Next, the system used the generated
grounding graph to infer a plan and a set of groundings for each clause. We simulated
15
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Scenario

% Correct

Commands paired with original video
Commands paired with random video

91% ± 1%
11% ± 2%

Table 2: The fraction of end-to-end commands considered correct by our annotators for
known correct and incorrect videos. We include the 95% confidence intervals.

plan execution on a realistic, high-fidelity robot simulator from which we created a video
of the robot’s actions. We uploaded these videos to Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) 4
where subjects viewed each video paired with a command and reported their agreement
with the statement, “The forklift in the video is executing the above spoken command” on
a five-point Likert scale. We report command-video pairs as correct if the subjects agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, and incorrect if they were neutral, disagreed or strongly
disagreed. We collected five annotator judgments for each command-video pair.
To validate our evaluation strategy, we gave known correct and incorrect commandvideo pairs to subjects on AMT. In the first condition, subjects saw a command paired
with the original video that a different subject watched when creating the command. In the
second condition, the subject saw the command paired with a random video that was not
used to generate the original command. Table 2 depicts the percentage of command-video
pairs deemed consistent for these two conditions. As expected, there is a large difference
between commands paired with the original and randomly selected videos. These results
show that language in the corpus is understandable by a different annotator and that some
people are bad at giving commands (e.g., 9% of the commands were un-followable).
We then evaluated our system by considering three different configurations. Serving as
a baseline, the first consisted of ground truth parses and a cost function which selected
actions at random. The second configuration involved ground truth parse trees, parsed
manually for each command. The third consisted of automatically extracted parse trees.
Table 3 reports the performance of each configuration along with their 95% confidence
intervals. Due to the overhead of end-to-end evaluation, we sorted the commands from
the test set by the posterior probability according to the model and used only the 30
most likely commands in our end-to-end evaluation. This filter on the test set focuses
the evaluation on the commands most likely to be understood according to the model. The
relatively high performance of the random cost function configuration relative to commands
paired with random videos demonstrates the inherent knowledge captured by the discretized
state/action space. However, in all conditions, the system performs statistically significantly
better than a random cost function. The system qualitatively produces compelling end-toend performance. Even when it makes a mistake, it often correctly follows parts of the
command. For example, it might pick up the left-hand tire pallet rather than the righthand pallet. Other types of errors arise due to ambiguous or unusual language, such as
“remove the goods” or “the lonely pallet.”
The system performs noticeably better on the 30 most probable commands than on the
entire test set. This result indicates the validity of our probability measure, suggesting that
4. www.mturk.com
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Scenario

% Correct

Annotated parses (30 most likely), learned
Automatic parses (30 most likely), learned
Annotated parses (all), learned
Annotated parses (all), random

cost
cost
cost
cost

63% ± 8%
54% ± 8%
47% ± 4%
28% ± 5%

Table 3: The fraction of commands considered correct by our annotators for different configurations of our system. We report 95% confidence intervals.

the system has some knowledge of when it is correct and incorrect. We have demonstrated
that the system can use this information to decide when to ask for confirmation before
acting (Tellex et al., 2013; Deits et al., 2013).
4.3.3 Real-world Demonstration
Finally, we demonstrated the end-to-end system on two robotic platforms: the forklift
and the PR2. The robotic forklift, described in detail by Teller et al. (2010), is an autonomous robotic vehicle capable of driving through real-world warehouse environments.
It can localize itself, avoid obstacles, track people, recognize objects, and move pallets.
Using the models described in the previous section, we demonstrated that it can follow
commands such as “Put the tire pallet on the truck” and “Pick up the tire pallet.” Figure 7(a) shows scenes from a video of the forklift executing the command “Put the tire
pallet on the truck.” Audio was captured using a headset microphone and converted to
text using the SLS recognizer (Glass, 2003). Next, the system parsed the text with the
Stanford Parser (Marneffe et al., 2006) and extracted the graphical model structure using
Algorithm 1. The robot had previously been given a tour of the environment that provided
a model of the visual appearance and label of salient objects, such as the tire pallet and the
truck, as described by Walter et al. (2012). Finally, it carried out the inference in Equation 9
to infer an action sequence and executed the action. See http://youtu.be/JyDRXOhr3b0
and http://youtu.be/OzWTyH4nGIc for videos.
Using the PR2, we demonstrated command-following in a simple blocks-world domain.
We used the Kinect sensor to detect the plane of the table and segment the locations of
blocks. We collected a small training corpus of natural language commands to train the
model. The robot recognized speech using Google’s speech recognizer, extracted the graphical model from the text, and inferred groundings, including an action for the robot. We
used rosbridge (Crick et al., 2011) to connect between the different systems. Scenes from
the robot executing a command appear in Figure 7(b); see http://youtu.be/Nf2NHlTqvak
for video. We completed this demonstration in four days, demonstrating the flexibility of
the G3 framework at adapting to new platforms.

5. Route Directions
In the previous section, we tested our system at following mobile-manipulation commands on
single verb phrases. However, in many task domains, it would be useful to understand longer
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(a) Photographs of the forklift executing the command, “Put the tire pallet on the truck.”

(b) Photographs of the PR2 executing the command, “Pick up the red block.”

Figure 7: Imagery from the PR2 and forklift following natural language commands using
the G3 framework.

(a) Robotic wheelchair.

(b) Robotic quad-rotor helicopter.

Figure 8: Two robots used in our direction following work.
movement commands. For example, Figure 8(a) shows a robotic wheelchair; understanding
natural language movement commands would enable a person to use language to control the
chair, even if they were unable to control it with a conventional interface. Figure 8(b) shows
a robotic micro-air vehicle (MAV), which can engage in inspection tasks as well as searchand-rescue operations. Specifying a three-dimensional trajectory for such a vehicle using
conventional interfaces is challenging for untrained users. If instead, a user could speak a
natural language command describing where s/he wanted the vehicle to go, it would enable
higher-level, intuitive interaction. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show examples of these types of
longer instructions.
Inference in the full hierarchical model is intractable for longer commands. However,
inference can be optimized for a model that uses a fixed, flattened linguistic structure.
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Further, inference with a flat model is often effective at capturing the meaning of route
directions since flat models better tolerate discrepancies in object groundings. For example,
if a robot is told “Go to the lounge with couches” and it maps the noun phrase “the lounge
with couches” to the couches instead of the lounge, it will probably perform roughly the
right action when it tries to go there. Note that this kind of approximation generally does
not hold for mobile manipulation: if the person says, “Pick up the tire pallet near the box
pallet” and the robot picks up the box pallet instead of the tire pallet, then it has not
accurately followed the command. This section describes how we perform efficient inference
in a flattened model to enable a robot to understand longer sequences of natural language
movement commands.
5.1 Modeling Word Meanings
To generate a grounding graph with a simplified structure, we use a flattened parse tree
extracted using a CRF chunker (Kudo, 2009). Figure 9 shows a comparison of the flattened
and full hierarchical models for the same sentence. The flattened structure enables much
more efficient inference using a variant of the Viterbi algorithm for multiple sentences, so
that the system can quickly infer the actions implied by a paragraph-length set of route
instructions.
We assume that the language consists of a sequence of P phrases. Thus we can break
the random variables into groups associated with each phrase, p:
Y
p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) =
p(φp1 . . . φpk |λp1 . . . λpk , γp1 . . . γpk ).
(12)
p

This block structure leads to efficient inference algorithms for finding the optimal trajectory,
described in the following section. Within each factor, we assume a fixed structure for each
sentence with variables for the trajectory γt , and language variables for the verb λv and the
landmark phrase λl (note that these variables are implicitly indexed by c):
p(Φ|Λ, γ1 . . . γN ) =

Y

p(φv |λv , γt ) × p(φl |λl , γt )

(13)

p

This factored form is equivalent to Equation 10 but is explicit about how factors are constructed from the language. By using a fixed factorization, we sacrifice linguistic flexibility
in order to simplify model learning and obtain efficient inference algorithms that exploit the
repeating sequential structure of the factorization. The grounding variable γt corresponds
to the trajectory associated with this path segment, represented as T points s1 . . . sT . Note
that the landmark factor φl connects directly to γt without an intermediary variable γl .
Because route directions generally use a restricted set of movement actions but a more
open-ended set of landmark objects, we use different models for each factor in the grounding graph. We connect the landmark factor directly to the trajectory and estimate the
probability that an object corresponding to the landmark phrase can be seen from the
endpoint of the trajectory using object-object co-occurrence statistics mined from a large
dataset (described in Section 5.1.2). In addition, we model how well the trajectory corresponds to a verb phrase in the command (described in Section 5.1.1). Modeling more of
the linguistic structure, such as spatial relations, requires that the landmark be accurately
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γ1
φ1
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“Go”
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“the door” “near” “the elevators”

λ3

λ5

(a) Hierarchical grounding graph.

γv
φv

φl

λv

λl

“Go past”

“the door near the elevators”

(b) Flattened grounding graph.

Figure 9: Hierarchical and flattened grounding graphs for the sentence, “Go past the door
near the elevators.”

grounded to a specific object in the robot’s model of the environment; our previous work
showed that explicitly modeling spatial relations did not contribute significantly to overall
performance (Kollar et al., 2010b).
5.1.1 Verbs
To compute p(φv |λv , γt ), that is, to ground verb phrases, we use a three-state model that
classifies a verb phrase λv as either “left,” “right,” (if λv contains the word “left” or “right”)
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or “straight” (otherwise). Each type of directive corresponds to an expected turn amount,
θλv , which is 0◦ for “straight,” −90◦ for “right,” and 90◦ for “left.” Next, we define θγt ,
the actual amount that a robot would turn when following the trajectory. Finally, we use
a sigmoid distribution on the difference between the expected turn amount and actual turn
amount:
p(φv |λv , γt ) ≈

1
1−

e|θλv −θγt |

(14)

In aerial task domains, commands also include three-dimensional components, such as
“fly up” or “fly down.” If λv contains one of these directives, we check whether the trajectory
ends at a higher or lower elevation than the start, or stays the same. If the trajectory’s
elevation matches the directive, we set p(φv |λv , γt ) = 1, and otherwise, 0.000001.
5.1.2 Noun Phrases
Modeling noun phrases is challenging because people refer to a wide variety of objects in
natural language directions and use diverse expressions to describe them. In our corpus,
people used more than 150 types of objects as landmarks, ranging from “the door near the
elevators” to “a beautiful view of the domes.” To compute p(φl |λl , γl ), that is, to ground
landmark phrases, the system takes a semantic map seeded with the locations of known
objects and uses object-object context to predict the locations of the unknown landmark
terms, following Kollar and Roy (2009). Object-object context allows the system to predict
that a computer is nearby if it can directly detect a monitor and a keyboard, even if it cannot
predict the computer’s exact location and geometry. To predict where a novel landmark
may occur, we downloaded over a million images, along with their associated labels. We
used the photo-sharing website Flickr to collect images, although any dataset where the
images and captions were available could have been used. Using a large dataset enables the
system to handle a wide variety of expressions used as landmark phrases.
We computed the probability that a particular word wj ∈ λl applies to the trajectory
γt , given the detected object labels associated with the trajectory O(γt ):
p(φl |λl , γt ) = p(φl |w1 . . . wJ , O(γt )).

(15)

Next, we rewrite the equation using Bayes’ rule, assuming the words wj ∈ λl are independent:
Q
j p(wj |φl , O(γt ))p(φl |O(γt ))
p(φl |w1 . . . wJ , O(γt )) =
(16)
p(w1 . . . wJ |O(γt ))
This “bag of words” assumption is not strictly true but simplifies training and inference.
The denominator can be rewritten without O(γt ), since the two terms are independent when
φ is not known:
Q
j p(wj |φl , O(γt ))p(φl |O(γt ))
p(φl |w1 . . . wJ , O(γt )) =
(17)
p(w1 . . . wJ )
We assume the priors are constant and, therefore, do not consider them in the inference
process. For brevity, we drop φl ; it is implicitly assumed T rue.
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We estimate the distribution p(wj |φl , O(γt )) using Naive Bayes, first rewriting with
Bayes’ rule:
p(wj |O(γt )) =

p(O(γt )|wj ) × p(wj )
p(O(γt )|wj )p(wj ) + p(O(γt )|¬wj )p(¬wj )

(18)

Next, we make the assumption that O(γt ) consists of labels, o1 . . . oK , which are independent:
Q
) × p(wj )
k p(ok |wjQ
(19)
p(wj |o1 . . . oK ) = Q
p(o
|w
)p(w
)
+
j
k j
k p(ok |¬wj )p(¬w)
k

We compute the set of labels using the objects visible at the end of the trajectory γt .
We found that most of our directions referred to landmarks that were visible at the end of
the trajectory. Even for phrases such as “Go through the set of double doors,” where the
doors are located in the middle of the trajectory, they are visible from the end, so using this
set of objects works well in practice. However, this assumption may be violated for much
longer directions.
We estimate these probabilities using co-occurrence statistics from tags from over a
million images downloaded from the Flickr website (Kollar and Roy, 2009). For example,
using this corpus, the system can infer which bedroom is “the baby’s bedroom” without
an explicit label, since only that room contains a crib and a changing table. Specifically
we compute the following estimates, where count is defined as the number of captions that
contain word w in the Flickr corpus:
p(ok |wj ) =

count(ok , wj )
count(wj )

(20)

count(ok , ¬wj )
count(¬wj )

(21)

And without wj :
p(ok |¬wj ) =

We refer to the above method as the Naive Bayes model for landmark factors. Using
this approximation leads to problems because many words in the context o1 . . . oK are not
relevant to a particular landmark phrase. For example, if the robot is going to “the kitchen,”
observations of the refrigerator and microwave will help it identify a promising candidate
region, but observations of a door will not give much additional information. Incorporating
these objects into the approximation in Equation 19 causes it to underestimate the true
probability of encountering a landmark phrase. To compensate, we use the subset of o1 . . . ok
that has the highest probability when estimating p(φl |w1 . . . wJ , o1 . . . oK ):
p(φl |λl , γt ) ≈

max

O∈powerset({o1 ...oK })

p(φl |w1 . . . wJ , O).

(22)

We estimate this probability over the powerset of all objects observed at a particular
location. This computation is tractable because of the limited numbers of object types
available in the semantic map; typically no more than ten different types of objects will
be visible at a particular location. We refer to this version as the salient object model
because it finds the subset O that provides the strongest evidence for φl . We are able to
compute this term exactly because at any particular location, relatively few unique objects
are visible, so the cardinality of the powerset of visible tags is small.
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(a) t=0

(b) t=50

(c) t=100

Go through the double doors and past the lobby. Go into the lounge with some couches.
Enjoy the view over there. Go past the spiral staircase. Continue towards the hall with
some cubby holes but don’t go down the hallway. Instead take a right into the kitchen.
(d) Command

Figure 10: Explored map at three different phases of the exploration algorithm as the
robot explores the environment. The system misunderstands the negation in
the phrase “don’t go down the hallway,” but backtracks when it does not find
a kitchen. After backtracking, it reaches the correct destination. The robot’s
current location and past trajectory are shown in red.

5.2 Inference
Given the graphical model for the natural language input, the inference algorithm for following directions through completely known maps (global inference) searches through all
possible paths in a topological map of the environment to find the maximum of the distribution in Equation 9. Global inference is performed using a dynamic programming
algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) that finds the most probable trajectory corresponding to a set
of natural language directions. The algorithm takes as input a set of starting locations, a
map of the environment with some labeled objects as well as a topology, and the graphical
model created from the parsed directions. It outputs a sequence of nodes in the topological
map, corresponding to trajectory through the environment.
When a full map is unavailable, we apply two different algorithms. The first follows
the directions step by step, exploring the map as it goes. At each step, it chooses the
next action based on the best available action at its current location. If it makes a wrong
turn, it does not backtrack or explore. When the robot reaches a region not in the existing
map, it explores this region, incrementally growing its map of the environment. We refer
to this algorithm as greedy local inference. The second algorithm is similar, but if there is
no transition at the current location with probability above a threshold, it backtracks and
explores a different region. We refer to this algorithm as exploring local inference. Figure 10
shows the explored map at two different phases of the exploring local inference algorithm.
We expect global inference to perform better because it searches through all possible paths
to find the one that best matches the descriptions. However, the local inference algorithms
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are more practical because they do not need a complete map of the environment to follow
directions.
The system creates a topological roadmap from the gridmap of the environment, then
searches for a path within this graph. The roadmap is created by segmenting spaces based
on visibility and detected objects and then extracting a topology of the environment from
this segmentation, building on techniques described by Brunskill et al. (2007). As a robot
path extends through each of the nodes, it may take on any of the four cardinal directions,
which leads to connections in the topological map that include the Cartesian product of
the original topological map connections and the four cardinal directions. This enables the
system to use features of the orientation of the robot along a path to differentiate the next
correct action. For example, “turn right” might be differentiated from “go straight” only by
the fact that the orientation at the end of the path differs by approximately 90◦ across the
two choices. For the wheelchair domain, we assume that the robot moves in two dimensions.
For the MAV, we create a two-level topological map by duplicating all nodes at each level,
enabling it to fly through a three-dimensional space.
5.3 Evaluation
To evaluate our system, we collected corpora for two application domains: the robotic
wheelchair, and the robotic MAV. We also demonstrated the system end-to-end on these
two robotic platforms.
5.3.1 Corpus-Based Evaluation
For the wheelchair, we collected a corpus of route directions between two locations in an
indoor office environment. Subjects wrote directions as if they were directing another person
through the space. We collected directions through two environments. Environment 1 is a
work area with a computer lab and offices, while Environment 2 is an atrium with a cafe
and classrooms. We asked fifteen subjects to write directions between 10 different starting
and ending locations in environment 1, and another fifteen to write directions between 10
different location pairs in environment 2, for a total of 300 directions. Experimenters did
not refer to any of the areas by name, but instead used codes labeled on a map. Subjects
were from the general population of MIT, between the ages of 18 and 30 years old, were
proficient in English, were unfamiliar with the test environment, and were approximately
of equal gender (47% female and 53% male subjects). Sample commands from the corpus
appear in Figure 1(b).
For the MAV domain, users were familiarized with the test environment (which was
the same as Environment 2) and were asked to instruct the pilot to take video of seven
objects in the environment, each starting from a different location. Objects to be inspected
were difficult to see closely from the ground and included a wireless router mounted high
on the wall, a hanging sculpture, and an elevated window. Subjects were told the vehicle’s
initial pose and were asked to write down instructions for a human pilot to fly a MAV to
the desired object and take video of that object. The corpus consists of forty-nine natural
language commands. Subjects were engineering undergraduates unfamiliar with the system.
Figure 1(c) shows an example set of directions from this corpus.
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We evaluate the global and local inference methods, as well as several baseline methods.
Our first baseline is human performance at following directions. To measure human performance, we had one person follow each of the directions in this corpus, asking them to notify
the experimenter if they became lost or confused. In this situation, we found that human
performance at following directions in this dataset was 85% and 86% for the two datasets
(e.g., 15% of the directions were not followed correctly by people). Qualitatively, we observed that people would sometimes give incorrect directions (e.g., they would say “right”
when they meant “left”), or that their spatial ability in following directions appeared to be
poor. We did not assess human performance for the MAV domain because of the difficulty
of having untrained users follow an aerial trajectory. We implemented two computational
baselines: Random, which is the distance between the true destination and a randomly
selected viewpoint in the map, and Last Phrase, which picks the best location that matches
the last phrase in the directions. We present all baselines using the Naive Bayes model for
the landmark factor (Equation 19), as well as the salient object model (Equation 22).
Table 4 shows results for the wheelchair. We present the fraction of commands successfully followed to within 10 meters of the true destination. Our global inference model
performs the best because it has complete access to the map, demonstrating the capability
of the model with complete information. The fact that G3 (Global Inference) outperforms
the Last Phrase baseline demonstrates that our method is successfully applying information from the whole set of natural language directions, rather than just the last phrase.
We found that performance is better in Environment 1 than in Environment 2 because
the former has a simpler topology and more distinguished landmarks. We also see that
the salient object model for the landmark factor significantly outperforms the Naive Bayes
model. The salient object model provides a filter that removes irrelevant terms from the
Naive Bayes approximation, so that the algorithm only uses terms known to be relevant
to the landmark phrase given by the language. To measure the effect of parsing on our
results, we tested the salient object model using ground truth parses. Because of the fixed,
simple parse structure, the parsing accuracy does not matter as much, and we observe a
small effect on overall performance when using ground truth parses.
The greedy local inference method performs very poorly; in contrast, the exploring local inference method achieves performance competitive with the global inference algorithm.
Table 5 shows the fraction of the environment explored by the local inference algorithms.
We report the fraction of topological map nodes visited by the algorithm, excluding nodes
on the shortest path between the start of the trajectory and the end. This metric represents
extra exploration by the algorithm as it followed the directions. The greedy local inference
algorithm explores a small part of the environment, but also achieves low performance compared to the global inference algorithm, which has access to the entire map. In contrast, the
exploring local inference algorithm achieves performance competitive with global inference
without visiting the entire map first.
Table 6 shows results for the MAV domain. We see the same high-level patterns as
in the wheelchair domain: the salient object model outperforms the Naive Bayes model,
and global inference outperforms greedy local inference, while exploring local inference is
competitive with global inference. Table 7 shows the fraction of explored environment by
the local inference algorithms. This consistent pattern suggests our results will generalize to
different domains. In addition, we compared the performance of the two dimensional model
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Environment 1
% correct

Environment 2
% correct

85%
0%

86%
0%

Naive Bayes (Equation 19)
Last Phrase only
40%
G3 (greedy local inference)
30%
G3 (exploring local inference)
39%
G3 (global inference)
39%

25%
20%
27%
27%

Salient Objects (Equation 22)
Last Phrase only
50%
G3 (greedy local inference)
30%
G3 (exploring local inference)
71%
G3 (global inference)
71%
G3 (global inference, annotated parses)
67%

33%
20%
54%
57%
59%

Human Performance
Random

Table 4: Performance at following directions to within 10 meters of the true destination in
our two test environments, for directions given to a robotic wheelchair.
t
Environment 1

Environment 2

Naive Bayes (Equation 19)
G3 (greedy local inference)
2%
G3 (exploring local inference)
62%

2%
61%

Salient Objects (Equation 22)
G3 (greedy local inference)
1%
G3 (exploring local inference)
77%

2%
70%

Table 5: Fraction of the environment explored for each algorithm.
(identical to the wheelchair domain) to a three dimensional model, where the robot must
infer a three-dimensional trajectory through the environment, including heights. We found
that the 3D model outperformed the 2D model, suggesting that the 3D model better matches
language produced in this domain, quantitatively demonstrating that the 3D structure
improves performance.
5.3.2 Real-world Demonstration
We evaluated the G3 framework end-to-end at following directions on the wheelchair (moving in two dimensions) and a robotic MAV (moving in three dimensions). Our autonomous
wheelchair, shown in Figure 8(a), is equipped with laser range scanners for obstacle sensing,
navigation, and localization. We initialized it with a semantic map of the environment, in
which we labeled the locations of known objects. Given a typed or spoken command, it
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Environment 2
% correct
Human Performance
Random

–
0%

Naive Bayes (Equation 19)
Last Phrase only
G3 (greedy local inference)
G3 (exploring local inference)
G3 (global inference)

20%
0%
20%
22%

Salient Objects (Equation 22)
Last Phrase only
G3 (greedy local inference)
G3 (exploring local inference)
G3 (global inference, 2D)
G3 (global inference, 3D)

33%
0%
55%
55%
65%

Table 6: Performance at following directions to within 10 meters of the true destination in
our environments for directions given to a robotic MAV.

Environment 2
% explored
Naive Bayes (Equation 19)
G3 (greedy local inference)
G3 (exploring local inference)

1%
49%

Salient Objects (Equation 22)
G3 (greedy local inference)
G3 (exploring local inference)

1%
49%

Table 7: Performance at following directions to within 10 meters of the true destination in
our environments for directions given to a robotic MAV.

infers a trajectory through the environment using the G3 framework. Once the trajectory is
inferred, it executes it autonomously. Figure 12 shows photos of the wheelchair as it follows
natural language commands; see http://youtu.be/yLkjM7rYtW8 for video.
Our MAV, shown in Figure 8(b), is the AscTec Pelican quad-rotor helicopter, manufactured by Ascending Technologies GmBH. We outfitted the vehicle with both LIDAR
and camera sensors, which allows us to obtain accurate information about the environment
around the vehicle. In previous work (Bachrach et al., 2009) we developed a suite of sensing and control algorithms that enable the vehicle to explore unstructured and unknown
GPS-denied environments. Here, we leverage that system to localize and control the vehicle
in a previously explored, known environment (He et al., 2008; Grzonka et al., 2009). We
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Figure 11: (top) Photographs of the MAV executing an interactive series of instructions.
(bottom) Imagery from the on-board camera, transmitted to the operator as the
MAV flies.

Figure 12: Photographs of the wheelchair following the command, “Go through the double
doors, past the lobby. Go into the lounge with some couches. Enjoy the view.
Go past the spiral staircase. Continue towards the cubby holes. Don’t go down
the hallway. Instead take a right into the kitchen.”

developed an interface that enabled a person to give directions to the MAV using a speech
recognition system or by typing a textual string. Paths computed by the G3 framework were
then executed autonomously by the MAV. Figure 11 shows scenes from the MAV following
a set of directions; see http://youtu.be/7nUq28utuGM for video of the end-to-end system.
Directions that our method handled successfully on the robotic platform include:
(a) “Go past the library and tables till you see a cafe to the left. Fly past the cafe and
there will be other eateries. Head into this area.”
(b) “Stand with your back to the exit doors. Pass the cafe on your right. Make a right
directly after the cafe, and into a seating area. Go towards the big question mark.”
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(c) “Go straight away from the door that says CSAIL, passing a room on your right with
doors saying MIT Libraries. Turn left, going around the cafe and walk towards the
cow.”
(d) “Turn right and fly past the libraries. Keep going straight and on the left near the
end of the hallway there is a set of doors that say Children’s technology center. You
are at the destination.”
(e) “Fly to the windows and then go up.”
Our robotic experiments demonstrate that our approach is practical for realistic scenarios. The G3 framework can quickly and robustly infer actions to take in response to natural
language commands.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have taken steps toward a robust spatial language understanding using the
G3 framework. Our approach learns grounded word meanings that map between aspects of
the external world. The G3 framework defines a probabilistic graphical model dynamically
according to the compositional, hierarchical structure of language, enabling word meanings
to be combined to understand novel commands not present in the training set. We have
demonstrated that the G3 framework can model word meanings for a variety of mobilemanipulator robots, such as a forklift, the PR2, a wheelchair, and a robotic MAV. Our
more recent work has shown how the probabilistic framework described here can be trained
with less supervision (Tellex et al., 2013). We have also adapted it to ask targeted questions
when the robot is confused by measuring entropy of the marginal distributions over specific
grounding variables (Deits et al., 2013). Knepper et al. (2013) demonstrate how to invert
the model, searching for language that corresponds to groundings, rather than groundings
that match the language, in order to generate natural language requests for help.
The G3 framework is a step toward robust language understanding systems, but many
challenges remain. A key limitation is the requirement to define the search space for values
of the grounding variables. This search space must be manually defined and tuned, because
if it is too large, the search process is intractable, and if it is too small, then it is impossible to understand the command. For example, in the mobile manipulation domain, some
commands referred to “the empty space” in a row of pallets, referring to an object with
no physical instantiation at all. This problem is particular important when understanding
longer commands; each linguistic constituent which must be grounded increases the size of
the search space during inference. Defining the search space itself dynamically based on the
language, and searching it efficiently, remain open problems. Another remaining challenge
is the acquisition of generalizable world meanings. In this paper we learned word meanings
from large datasets, but we used word meanings tailored to each domain, and we have not
demonstrated that those learned meanings generalize to different domains. In some cases,
word meanings dynamically create a visual classifier, as in “Cook until the cornbread is
brown,” which requires recognizing when an object, which is changing over time, takes on
a certain appearance. Developing a common framework for representing word meanings
and learning a large vocabulary of words in this framework is a source of ongoing research.
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Related to this issue is the training data required to learn good models. A fourth problem is
more complex linguistic structures. For example, conditional statements such as “If a truck
comes into receiving, empty all the tire pallets into storage alpha,” requires identifying the
event of the truck’s arrival before acting. Our long-term research program is to develop a
probabilistic framework for enabling people to flexibly interact with robots using language.
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